
KANE COUNTY EVENTS PARADE ENTRY RULES

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ENTRY INTO OUR UPCOMING PARADE. WE DO HAVE A FEW NEW PROCEDURES
AND PROTOCOLSWE WANT EVERYONE TO BE AWARE OF.

Individuals/Organizations must agree to all Parade rules & guidelines here in. Your acceptance of the rules in the
parade application serves as a waiver of liability and an indemnification agreement between all participants in your
contingent and the City Kanab. It also serves as your agreement to make all participants in your contingent aware of
all the rules & guidelines.
1. Float riders must be a minimum of 18 inches from the float edge. No hanging over!
2. The Driver's sole responsibility is driving safety. Drivers are not allowed to throw any items from vehicles.
3. All entries must be present and in position no later than 30 minutes prior to parade starting time. Any entry
arriving after will be placed at the end of the parade. Once in the Line up a Driver must be present at all times.
4. Kane County Events team will make the decision on all parade entries as to whether they are appropriate to be in
the parade.
5. Marching/Performing units will NOT be allowed to stop along the parade route to perform & MUST provide their
own Sound System.
6. THERE IS NO CANDY THROWING FROM VEHICLE OR FLOAT - You can have walkers along your float that
can throw, but MUST throw candy past the White Shoulder Line. Walkers should always maintain approx. 10 feet
distance alongside entry and NEVER in front of any float/vehicle. Candy refills need to be from a pull along wagon,
NEVER a vehicle or float.
7.
8.

Once in motion, there can NOT be any entry or exit of the vehicle, trailer or float.

9.

All vehicles in the parade are required to be in good operating condition, be fueled and ready by line up, be able
to navigate the entire parade route and make all turns required without difficulty. MUST be fully insured to operate
on the highway.

10.
If after being accepted you are unable to attend, please notify Kane County Events immediately.

11.

NEW PARADE SAFETY requires that we run parades in ONE DIRECTION ONLY. So your float should be
visible from both sides.

12.

You MUST follow Parade Line up location/ Exit locations and re-routes as designated at registration. ALL
passenger floats will be Required to stay in the HOLD ZONE until participants are picked up.

13.

Vehicles and Trailers need to drive down the center of the street. Small entries such as carts and scooters that
are able to move more freely, can zig zag but must stay in the order assigned and stay within the dotted lines on
both sides of the highway.

14.

Walk along guests that do not register for parade entry, are welcome to walk, scooter or cart along the outer
lane of the streets and interact with parade patrons. HOWEVER, they can not cut across the parade route at
any time.

15.
Drivers must be an adult (18 years of age and older) and have a valid driver's license.

16.

Horse/Animal Entries MUST provide a following CLEAN UP CREW. These groups will be at the front end of the
parade.

17.
Floats should have a 1 Adult : 10 Child ratio.

18.
Float Number should be placed on the front of the float.
Please keep the gap closed between entries, to keep a continuous flow.




